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Comments I would like to submit my objection to the planning application WSCC/011/21 Grunden Viridor waste
management site. The site is not suitable for a planned waste plant of such an enormous industrial
height and scale within a mostly village setting . I live 0.8 miles from the site the shear size of the
proposed development would dominate the skyline ( let alone the proposed chimney ) for miles around
which would ruin the picturesque Arun Valley. I am very concerned with regards to the extra heavy
traffic that the plant would generate ( apparently 218 lorry movements per day by Viridors own
admission ) as it stands i have to wait 10mins or more to get out of my driveway most days with
backed up traffic caused by the railway gates at Ford Station and just the normal volume of traffic
using Ford Rd / Station Rd as a cut through from A27 to A259 . There is also two sites being developed
for housing along from Ford to Climping again which will increase traffic volumes . I am also very
concerned with the pollutants dust and odours which an incinerator of that scale would put into the
environment . The surrounding areas are mostly arable farmland growing crops for both human and
animal consumption not great for the environment ! apart from what my family will be subject to
inhale on a daily basis . The noise generated by the site may also cause a problem yet another area for
extreme concern. I walk past the existing waste plant there is a footpath which takes you past the
derelict out buildings on the perimeter which have become home to many birds and other wildlife i
hope a full environmental survey would be carried out to conclude their are no rare species present .
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